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expert advice, and valuable insights to navigate the process with

confidence and achieve your dream home.
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Congratulations on your decision to build a new

home in Adelaide! 

To assist you in making informed choices and ensuring a

successful building experience, our team at BuildPilot™

Home Builders Advisory has prepared this information

pack. 

From finding the right builder to understanding the

building process, we aim to equip you with valuable

insights and helpful questions to ask. Let's dive in!

Introduction





Quality Craftsmanship: A reliable builder with a strong attention to

detail and commitment to quality will ensure your home is built to

a high standard, reducing the need for costly repairs or renovations

down the line.

Efficient Project Management: A competent builder will have

effective project management systems in place, minimizing delays

and avoiding additional expenses associated with extended

construction timelines.

Industry Connections: Established builders often have strong

relationships with suppliers and subcontractors, allowing them to

secure better pricing on materials and services. This can translate

into cost savings for you.

Building Code Compliance: Experienced builders understand the

local building codes and regulations, reducing the risk of non-

compliance and potential penalties or costly rework.

Warranty and Support: Reputable builders offer comprehensive

warranties and after-sales service, saving you from unexpected

repair costs within the warranty period.

Energy Efficiency and Sustainability: Builders well-versed in

sustainable practices can help you incorporate energy-efficient

features into your home, potentially reducing long-term energy

costs.

Resale Value: A well-built home by a reputable builder can have a

positive impact on the resale value of your property, offering

potential financial gains in the future.

Selecting the right builder goes beyond initial cost considerations. A

skilled and reputable builder can potentially save you thousands in the

long run. Here's why:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Why Finding the Right
Builder Could Save
You Thousands





Pre-Construction Phase: a. Design and Planning: Collaborate with architects,

designers or the builder themselves to create detailed plans and blueprints,

ensuring your vision is captured. b. Permits and Approvals: Acquire the

necessary permits and approvals from the local council and regulatory

authorities.

Pre-Building Phase: a. Land Preparation: Clear the site, prepare the

foundation, and undertake any required earthworks. b. Site Survey: Engage a

professional surveyor to accurately determine boundaries and positioning.

Building Phase: a. Foundations: Construct the foundation, including

excavation, footings, and slab or piers. b. Framing: Erect the structural

framework, including walls, roof trusses, and flooring systems. c. Plumbing

and Electrical Rough-In: Install plumbing and electrical systems within the

framework. d. Enclosure: Add exterior cladding, roofing, windows, and

doors to enclose the structure. e. Fit-Out: Install internal fixtures, such as

insulation, plasterboard, cabinetry, and flooring. f. Finalize Services: Connect

utilities, install heating and cooling systems, and complete electrical and

plumbing fixtures. g. Finishing Touches: Apply paint, install fittings, and

undertake any necessary touch-ups or adjustments.

Handover and Post-Construction Phase: a. Final Inspections: Engage

independent building inspectors to assess the quality and compliance of the

completed home. b. Handover: Conduct a final inspection with the builder,

ensuring all contracted items are complete and to your satisfaction. c. Move-

In: Once satisfied, settle any outstanding payments and receive the keys to

your new home. d. Warranty Period: Address any defects or issues covered

under the builder's warranty during the designated period.

Understanding the building process will empower you to navigate each stage

effectively. Here are the typical steps involved:

1.

2.

3.

4.

Remember, this is a general overview, and the building process may vary

depending on your specific project and builder. Stay in regular communication

with your builder and consult professionals for guidance at each stage.

Steps Involved in the
Building Process





Are you licensed and insured? Request proof of licenses and

insurance coverage to protect yourself from liability.

Can you provide references and examples of past projects?

Review their portfolio and speak to previous clients to gauge their

work quality and customer satisfaction.

How long have you been in the industry? Experience is valuable,

so consider builders with a proven track record.

What is your approach to project management and

communication? Clear communication and effective project

management are essential for a smooth building process.

Can you provide a detailed timeline and estimated completion

date? Understanding the timeline helps you plan accordingly and

manage your expectations.

What is included in the standard contract? Review the contract

thoroughly to ensure it covers all necessary aspects, such as

inclusions, warranties, and dispute resolution procedures.

Do you have a list of preferred suppliers? Knowing the quality of

materials and suppliers used can impact the overall outcome of

your home.

How do you handle variations or changes during the construction

process? Understanding the process and associated costs for

changes is crucial to avoid surprises.

What warranty or after-sales service do you offer? Ensure the

builder provides a comprehensive warranty and support system

after the completion of your home.

How do you address any defects or issues post-construction?

Clarify the builder's process for rectifying defects or issues that

may arise after you move into your new home.

Choosing the right builder is crucial to the success of your project.

Here are some essential questions to ask potential builders:

1.

2.

3.
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10.

Helpful Questions
to Ask Any Builder





Understanding the intricacies of construction and building

projects can be a daunting task, especially for those who are

not familiar with the terminology used in the industry. To

alleviate this confusion and ensure clarity, we proudly offer a

comprehensive glossary that serves as a valuable resource for

individuals seeking to comprehend the various building terms. 

Our meticulously curated glossary encompasses an extensive

range of construction-related jargon, from architectural

concepts and engineering principles to construction materials

and techniques. By providing this accessible and user-friendly

reference tool, we empower our clients and stakeholders to

navigate the complex world of construction with confidence

and understanding. 

Whether you're a seasoned professional or a novice embarking

on your first building endeavor, our glossary serves as a trusted

companion, unraveling the mysteries of construction

terminology and fostering effective communication throughout

the entire project lifecycle.

Home Building
Glossary

VIEW GLOSSARY

https://www.buildpilot.com.au/buildingglossary




Disclaimer:

The information packs provided for individuals embarking on any project in the home building industry in Adelaide
are intended to offer general guidance and insights. However, it is important to note that the information contained
within these packs is based on general knowledge and industry practices available up until September 2021.

Please be aware that regulations, laws, and industry standards can evolve and vary over time. Therefore, it is
crucial to consult with relevant professionals, such as architects, engineers, contractors, and local authorities, to
obtain the most accurate and up-to-date information specific to your project and location.

While we strive to provide accurate and reliable information, we cannot guarantee the completeness, accuracy, or
applicability of the content within these information packs to every individual circumstance. The content should be
used as a starting point for further research, due diligence, and personalized professional advice.

We strongly advise readers to independently verify all information, seek professional advice, and comply with all
relevant laws, regulations, and requirements before commencing any project in the home building industry in
Adelaide. The usage and reliance upon the information provided within these packs are solely at the discretion
and risk of the readers.

We do not accept any liability for any loss, damage, or inconvenience caused directly or indirectly by the use or
reliance on the information presented in these packs.

By using these information packs, you acknowledge and agree to the above disclaimer and release us from any
claims or liabilities arising from the use or interpretation of the provided information.



We hope this information pack provides you with

valuable insights and helps make your journey of

building a new home in Adelaide smoother and more

successful. 

If you have any further questions or require additional

assistance, feel free to reach out to our team at

BuildPilot™ Home Builders Advisory.

We are a home builders advisory which helps design

your home, match you with a suitable builder for the

right price and navigate through the building process.

Good luck with your new home construction!

1300 885 919

home@buildpilot.com.au

www.buildpilot.com.au


